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NATURAL CIRCULATION DEFROSTING IN FIN-AND-TUBE HEAT
EXCHANGERS WITH HIGHLY DISTRIBUTED REFRIGERANT MASS
FLOW
T. Oltersdorf, Dipl. Ing., S. Hoehlein, cand. B. Eng., J. Wapler, Dipl. Ing. (FH),
H.-M. Henning, Dr., Thermal Systems and Buildings, Fraunhofer ISE, Heidenhofstraße 2,
79110 Freiburg, Germany

Abstract: The electrical energy demand for active defrosting of air-to-water heat pumps (HP)
has been calculated from former HP field test monitoring results at Fraunhofer ISE. The
share of electrical energy consumption of the compressor was determined at about 5 % per
annum related to the overall heat energy. This energy demand can be decreased by using
non-electric defrosting. One approach is natural circulation (NC) defrosting which reduces
the electrical energy demand for defrosting to a minimum by using thermal energy from the
sink. Electrical energy is thus only necessary for recovering the used heat as the driving
force.
At our HP testbench with R1270 a fin-and-tube heat exchanger is operated as the evaporator
with a cooling capacity of about 2 kW. Consequently to the configuration the pressure drop of
the refrigerant distributor counteracts to the NC flow. We present results of some design
issues regarding flow distribution and results of NC defrosting capacity applied to this
evaporator. The evaporator is capable of using two different heat sources at the same time.
Primarily this is air and subsequently a glycol-water-driven circuit.
Keywords: defrosting, heat pump, natural circulation, hydrocarbons, evaporator
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INTRODUCTION

In all areas of heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and refrigeration (HVACR) vapour
compression systems play a significant role for thermal energy transformation. In this highly
competitive business systems comprising air-driven heat exchangers are dominating the
market. Due to a demand in having compact and charge minimised refrigerant systems the
design and optimization of evaporators is still of high scientific as well as economic interest
which can be listed as follows:
(a) two-phase flow and fluid distribution in the supply line,
(b) frequent frosting and defrosting conditions during operation as well as cost-effective
but efficient frost-detection systems,
(c) the interaction of these phenomena causing the need of the hydronic balancing of
each refrigerant circuit in the case of a physical split-up of the flow and
(d) possible advances for compact designs and recyclability due to the optimization of
classically designed fin-and-tube heat exchangers as well as the usage of other
heat exchanger manufacturing technologies.
In this paper we focus on design issues for the two-phase refrigerant distribution as well as
the application of non-electric defrosting techniques such as NC and its energy-saving
potentials in comparison to the usage of reverse cycle defrosting which is dominant on the
German market.
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2

DESIGN ISS
SUES FOR FIN-AND-T
TUBE HEAT
T EXCHANG
GERS

The dessign selecte
ed for the in
nvestigated heat excha
anger is diffferent in the
e sense of applying
a flow distributor
d
to
o a HP system with a small
s
heatin
ng capacity as needed for energy--efficient
building
gs. From the
e authors be
est knowled
dge there are four diffe
erent solutio
ons available on the
market and severa
al others arre patented
d. Sorted ac
ccording to
o its importa
ance the fo
our most
relevantt systems shown
s
in figure 1 are ba
ased
(a) on the ap
pplication of the venturi-effect (Tiln
ney 1971),
(b) quite similar but more independ
dent on the
e flow stratification at tthe inlet the
e nozzle
distributor (Owens 19
969),
(c) the so-called CAL disstributor as invented by (Chawla and
a Schmitzz 1977) and
d
(d) a newly in
ntroduced active
a
distrib
butor patentted by (Mad
der et al. 20
010).
It should be mentiioned that only (a) an
nd (b) are commonly
c
u
used
in reffrigeration cycles
c
in
small ca
apacity HVA
ACR applia
ances. The devices (c) and (d) are
e usually ad
ddressing in
ndustrial
processs cooling an
nd HP syste
ems. Excep
pt (d) all dev
vices are sttatic. Air-to--water HP are
a often
exposed
d to non-sttable heat source and
d sink temp
peratures. In
I this case
e the mass
s flow is
changin
ng significan
ntly. For the
ese operatio
on modes th
he distributio
on system n
needs to be
e stable.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Survey on
o different flow
f
distribu
utors. (a) Ve
enturi distrib
butor as originally inve
ented by
( Nozzle distributor
d
also with con
ne disperser and includ
ding a side-c
connection for hot
Alco. (b)
gas bypass. (c) CAL
C
distribu
utor. It is a similar devic
ce to classic
cal phase se
eparators wh
hich is
o be manufactured as distributor with
w
flash gas
s separation
n (not show
wn in the picture) or
able to
comprrising a mix
xing process
s straight be
efore the outlet of the device
d
as pre
esented below. (d)
The on
nly active de
evice the so
o-called Eco
oFlow distrib
butor. (No adequate
a
pattent picture given,
see lin
nk at the end of the refe
erence Made
er 2010 for the
t given picture.)
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This latter constraint causes the need of a detailed design of the static system and therefore
the specified range in operation fits well into the stable mass flow range for well distributed
flows. Thus (a) and (b) are the devices of choice for the investigated HP.
Referring to training material for refrigeration technicians/engineers (Reichelt) solution (a) is
defined as the best solution for refrigerant distribution. However, reasons for the solution are
not provided. Therefore a deeper analysis of the physical background is necessary to
understand this “advice.” The design procedure for the chain of devices throttle Æ distributor
Æ distribution line Æ evaporator line with its pressure drop needs to be in the same size as
the physically available pressure difference provided by the compressor. For the first design
this is usually the pressure difference resulting from the nominal temperature levels of sink
and source. Two important constraints limit the degrees of freedom in selecting all of these
devices: (a) the evaporator tube register needs to be passed with small share in the overall
pressure drop comprising the register itself and the distributor lines and (b) the available “free”
pressure drop for throttling should not be too small in order to allow the usage of costefficient valves. Nowadays electronic expansion valves (EEV) are applied with pulse-wide
modulation or step motors with very limited steps. The latter design leads to a very small
operational range. Considering the criteria for the wide range of mass flows and thus
changes in the pressure drop this is a very sensitive design issue.
Due to this fact the nozzle distributor usually causes higher pressure drops than venturi
distributors. However, as mentioned before this device is much more independent of the inlet
flow conditions whereas the flow conditions for venturi distributors should never become
stratified. This is physically reasonable since the distribution effect depends significantly on
the radial phase distribution before entering the venturi nozzle area. With state-of-the-art
EEV the advantage of smaller needs in pressure drop for the distribution task becomes less
important and thus the designer is more flexible in placing the distribution system in the
upstream of the evaporator. According to (Sporlan Bulletin 2009) nozzle distributors should
be designed for operation in-between 50-200 % of nominal cooling capacity of the system.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge selection and design software for distributors is very
scarce. Only one software is known for nozzle distributors. This program uses constant
pressure drops (0.17 MPa for the nozzle distributor and 0.07 MPa for the distribution lines).
However, some aspects are not taken into account:
(a) additional degrees of freedom for the nozzle and the distributor line design due to
the usage of EEV and
(b) high distribution of refrigerants even for small evaporators as a means to an end for
saving refrigerant charge in classical fin-and-tube heat exchangers as evaporators.
To fulfil the above mentioned hydronic balancing for small capacity evaporators of each tube
register the distribution lines need to be in capillary tube dimensions. The projected
evaporator has a cooling capacity of 2 kW and was distributed by six registers. In this case
the scarcely available design and selection software cannot be used since micro-scale
models for heat transfer and for hydronic balancing the more important pressure drop is not
modelled reasonably. The analysis of macro-to-microscale models is still actively
investigated, i.e. (Thome 2004) for an overview of different criteria elaborated in the past to
distinguish between macro- and micro-scale and (Revellin and Haberschill 2009) for present
activities. A commonly accepted macro-to-micro-scale decision model was introduced (Kew
and Cornwell 1997) as the threshold diameter dth included in the definition of the
dimensionless confinement number which is often also represented as the dimensionless
Bond number. In this paper the given values represent the Bond number:

Bo =

g ⋅ (ρl − ρ g )⋅ d th

2

σ
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g is the
e gravitation
nal accelera
ation, ρ is the liquid an
nd gaseouss density w
with the sub
bscripts l
and g and

σ is thee surface tension.

ond numberr (1) it beco
omes obviou
us that the micro-scale
e needs to be
b taken
By applying the Bo
into account since the threshold value of 4 is undercut by
b values b
between 0.8-1.1 at
reasona
able evaporation cond
ditions in-be
etween 250
0-280 K forr the distrib
bution lines
s. In the
coaxial tube registe
er which prrovides annuli for the re
efrigerant fllow conditio
ons are clos
se to the
Bond number
n
of 4 with values in-betw
ween 4-5.3
3. Nevertheless for tthe design
n of the
distributtion lines ass well as the estimation of the pre
essure drop
ps in non-ad
diabatic parrts of the
tube reg
gister micro
o-scale models were ap
pplied.
The glyycol-water circuit
c
was also
a
designed with six registers. For a suitab
ble one pha
ase fluid
distributtion manifold and colle
ecting tubess were desig
gned accorrding to (Ba
assiouny and Martin
1984).
With this configura
ation the hea
at exchanger with stag
ggered tube
es and wavyy fins is able to use
glycol-w
water and air
a as heat sources pa
arallel or se
eparated, se
ee figure 2,, depending
g on the
quality of
o the heat sources in
n terms of efficiency
e
off the system
m or air-con
nditions con
ncerning
frost. Th
he air-condition has a great
g
impacct on the folllowing expe
eriments sin
nce the sys
stem can
be operrated witho
out downtim
mes. The an
nnulus gap was desig
gned to meet a pressu
ure drop
limiting the correlatting change
e of the evaporation tem
mperature to
t less than 1 K.

Figure
e 2: Simplifie
ed and conc
ceptual analogy model of one coax
xial tube reg
gister split in
nto the
flow in the inner tube (glycol-water) and
d the outer annulus
a
(reffrigerant) of the evapora
ator to
se the applied flow sch
heme which is cross-current flow between
b
refrrigerant and air and
visualis
pure counter flow
w between refrigerant
r
a glycol-w
and
water. There
e is no direc
ct thermal co
ontact
een air and glycol-wate
g
r thus there
e is no efficie
ency loss due to thermal equilibrattion of
betwe
potentia
ally available higher quality source
e temperature levels. Th
he red frame
e symbolise
es one of
six coa
axial tube re
egisters.

3

NG TECHNIQUES
DEFROSTIN

orators were
e subordina
ate to imporrtant chang
ges in the la
ast three
Defrostiing of air-drriven evapo
decadess. Direct electric resisstance heatting elemen
nts and hot gas bypa
ass defrosting were
replaced
d by air-to--water HP applications
a
s to reverse
e cycles insstalled in a dominant share
s
of
residenttial HP. In recent
r
monitoring proje
ects the sha
are for reverrse cycle de
efrosting of the total
amountt of air-to-w
water HPs was
w
more than
t
80 % for HPs in newly built houses (M
Miara et
al. 2010
0) and even
n higher in existing ho
ouses (Hecking et al. 2008). Hot gas bypas
sses and
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reverse cycle defrosting (Bertsch et al. 2002) were compared including effects related to the
impact for defrosting at different operational temperatures and different ambient
temperatures. Defrosting due to temperatures above the freezing point was also investigated.
Both, hot gas bypass defrosting as well as reverse cycle defrosting is cost-effective and easy
to handle in terms of control design. Reverse cycle defrosting is usually much faster than hot
gas bypass defrosting and contains a minor overall electrical energy demand (Bertsch et al.
2002). The high temperature level as well as the frequent reversal of condenser and
evaporator can result in different problems (fogging and consequently ice formation in the air
duct, chipping of ice plates which needs to be defrosted in the condensate pan, high thermal
stresses due to frequent reversal usage of the heat exchangers and thus a decrease of lifetime as well as higher risk in leakages). But in general the faster defrosting time and the
minor electrical energy demand are main reasons for the prevalent application of reversecycle defrosting. (Miara et al. 2010).
The work from (Bertsch et al. 2002) also focused on passive defrosting and by using hot
refrigerant from the accumulator after regularly stopped HP operation cycles but not on NC.
Another promising defrosting technique above freezing point was presented by (Wellig et al.
2008). They have used active ventilated evaporators in the critical temperature range from
2°C to 7°C in which the most harmful frost/ice formation takes place. Additionally to the
passive defrosting a small share of convective forces as well as the latent heat energy of the
air humidity is used.
Natural circulation defrosting is already a topic for other researchers for HPs
(Mildenberger 2008) but these works were limited to analysis with CO2 and no evaporator
design was applied which can have high impact on the performance of NC systems. In this
work we focus on the investigation of this latter NC defrosting technique.
Table 1 presents these defrosting technologies and gives more information regarding the
potentials and time necessary for defrosting. The potential is defined as a relative
performance figure with hot gas bypass defrosting as the reference method. These data take
the impact of pressure losses and thermal conduction losses inside the 4-way valve as well
as heat loss in the heat sink into account.
Table 1: Survey on different defrosting technologies
Defrosting
Energy
Driving force
technique
demand [%]
Hot gas
bypass

Electrical
Energy

Comments

Duration
Operational
Reference
[min]
limits

100

State-of-the-art,
inefficient

> 15

(a)

< 10

(a)

> 60

(b)

Reverse
cycle

Thermal and
electrical
energy

≈ 80

State-of-the-art,
possibly harmful
for the systems
life-cycle, high
defrosting
capacity

Passive air

Environmental
thermal
energy

< 10

State-of-the-art,
time consuming
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Environmental
Active air
thermal
with follow- energy and
up
small share in
operation
electrical
of the
energy for
ventilator
ventilation
and control
Natural
circulation

Thermal
energy from
hot water

< 70

Non-standard,
difficult control
strategy,
defrosting time
depending on
air moisture,
only compatible
with reverse
cycle defrosting

5<x<
40

(b)

tamb > 0 °C

< 40

Non-standard,
difficult in
design phase

5<x<
25

(a), (c),
this work

Tdiff between
storage and
evaporator
> 15 K

The labelling in “References” represents (a) (Bertsch et al. 2002), (b) (Wellig et al. 2008) and
(c) (Mildenberger 2008).
4

EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION OF THE NC SYSTEM

The experimental investigation was conducted at the HP laboratory at Fraunhofer ISE,
presented detailed in figure 3. The NC system was designed roughly by applying general
design rules. No theoretical investigation except hydronic balancing of the tube system was
conducted.
The NC system is shown in figure 4. To avoid too much expend effort the available
evaporator test bench was extended by the additional circuit in which the spiral heat
exchanger (SPHX) defines the thermal contact between the evaporator and the insulated
water bath which simulates water storage. It was assumed that no change in flow direction
change could occur due to the configuration with the collector tube at the nominal outlet of
the evaporator. Here the annulus gap followed by the distribution line and nozzle distributor
begins with a local maximum in height combined with relative large inner diameter which
causes small local retention times of the fluid.
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Figure
e 3: Scheme
e for the test bench at which
w
the ev
vaporator te
esting takes place. Air as
a heat
source can be simu
ulated in-be
etween a vollume flow ra
ange of 80-1
1400 m³/h. T
The refrigera
ant cycle
signed for th
he usage of R290 and R1270
R
as reffrigerants an
nd is able to
o test evapo
orators
is des
with
h a cooling capacity
c
in-b
between 1.0
0-6.5 kW. The
e interconnection with the NC circuit is
marke
ed by the crosses.

ner volume of the new
w circuit is 0.26 litres and the evvaporator h
has 0.49 litrres. The
The inn
entire NC
N circuit ha
as some ad
dditional inn
ner volume for
f connecting tubes not presente
ed in this
scheme
e but used for charge calculation
n as picture
ed in figure 9. Flow direction des
sign was
further supported
s
b insulating the down
by
nstream as deep as po
ossible to a
avoid rising bubbles
due to starting
s
eva
aporation in
n this tube segment.
s
The inlet to the
t SPHX iis about 2.9
9 m long
and comprises se
everal horizzontal leve
els of tube directions. The SPH
HX itself has 7.25
revolutio
ons, a radiu
us of 0.09 m and an overall
o
height of 0.011 m. The ou
utlet line has a total
length of
o 1.5 m before enterring the flu
uid distributtor, which is furtherm
more equipp
ped with
several horizontal level
l
tube segments.
s
A connectin
All
ng lines including the S
SPHX itself have an
inner dia
ameter of 5 mm.
Natural circulation takes placce in the do
owntime period for the
e defrosting
g of the eva
aporator.
The eva
aporator is operated nominally
n
un
ntil the targeted frost conditions
c
a
are met. Du
ue to the
small in
nner volume
es of the tu
ube system
m adjacent to the SPH
HX the capa
acity for refrigerant
within this line wa
as too small to “charg
ge” the systtem sufficie
ently high tto reach ne
ecessary
p of NC ope
eration. Thu
us a method
d was elabo
orated to charge the
pressurre levels forr a follow-up
NC sysstem extern
nally via the
e EEV until a sufficie
ent charge and thus p
pressure le
evel was
reached
d. The frostt conditionss in the eva
aporator were maintain
ned by glycol-water an
nd air-towater te
emperature
es below th
he freezing
g point. During the ch
harging-perriod the evaporator
remaine
ed cut of offf the rest of the system
m to avoid un
nwanted bu
uoyancy effe
ects.
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Figurre 4: Illustra
ation of the applied
a
NC system. The
e insulated water
w
bath s
simulates heated
water sttorage. To have
h
small lo
ocal minima
a in which re
efrigerant is
s accumulatted three ba
all valves
are used. The flow
f
directio
on of the NC
C circuit is in
ntentionally not marked
d here but it was
ned as a clo
ock-wise circ
culation from the reade
er’s point off view. See m
more details
s in the
design
te
ext. The red
d crosses sy
ymbolise the
e connection to the nom
minal refrige
eration cycle.

Once th
he NC beco
omes active it is nece
essary to determine
d
w
what
optimizzation need
ds to be
effected
d for the ma
aximum in condensing
c
capacity, which
w
is to observe
o
in fiigure 5. It is
s easy to
identify with very few experriments if a NC syste
em needs to be re- o
or discharg
ged with
refrigera
ant. In our experiments
e
s this orienttation was used
u
to loca
ate our NC’ss capacity.
5

XPERIMEN
NTAL RESU
ULTS
EX

Experim
ments are mainly
m
assig
gned to the
e investigation of the NC
N system. In this pro
ocess an
addition
nal characte
eristic of thiis specific evaporator
e
was investtigated. Firsst the resultts which
are not related to NC
N are pressented.
e 6 it can be seen th
hat the HP operation does
d
not sttop. and wiith reaching
g a high
In figure
tempera
ature level of
o the seco
ondary heatt source the
e conditionss for passivve defrosting
g on the
air side
e are provid
ded after 50 minutes. The glyco
ol-water circcuit in this time opera
ates with
relativelly high temp
peratures.
Of courrse this ope
eration mode
e depends totally on th
he availability of high ttemperature
es within
the hea
at source connected
c
t the glyco
to
ol-water cirrcuit. Thus it is obliga
atory that this heat
source needs to be
b solar-the
ermal at a temperature level at which the necessary
y source
capacityy for a continued operration can be
b provided
d. This effe
ect seems to be an intteresting
feature for solar-asssisted HP systems in
n which the
e solar-therm
mal collecto
or up to tod
day only
providess domestic hot water.
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Figure 5:
5 An exemp
plary conde
ensing capac
city of a NC system in which
w
the m
maximum is reached
in a sm
mall range of
o charge (M
Mildenbergerr 2008).

Recently experime
ents for the determination of optimal chargin
ng of the system startted. The
determination of th
he optimal charge
c
level is very com
mplex due to
t the fact tthat pressure levels
at which
h NC takes place are only reache
ed by filling the SPHX circuit of th
he overall NC
N cycle
increme
entally. Justt by exposing the sysstem to a temperature
t
e potential between th
he water
bath an
nd the eva
aporator at different pressure
p
le
evels allowe
ed quickly starting po
oints for
optimiza
ation. One of these charges
c
is shown in figure
f
7 an
nd figure 8.. Immediate
ely after
reaching
g the two phase
p
pressure levels correlating
g with the temperature
e levels exp
posed at
water ba
ath and eva
aporator, the NC cycle started.
The tem
mperature in
n the evapo
orator is co
ontrolled at the freezing
g point leve
el by examining the
conditio
ons of air an
nd the glyccol-water cirrcuit. Almos
st every hou
ur the wate
er bath temperature
shown at the y-axxis is incre
eased to evaluate
e
a critical tem
mperature ra
ange at wh
hich the
defrosting starts. The
T
numbe
ers are provvided as lin
nk for the following
f
lo
og (p)-h-dia
agram to
simplifyy the undersstanding of the
t characteristics of th
he NC cycle
e.
hange of the temperatu
ures leads to
t a growing temperature gap in-b
between
The incremental ch
the SPH
HX outlet an
nd the evap
porator inlett temperatu
ure. As a result of supe
erheated co
onditions
and the
ermal energ
gy losses in
n the tube section bettween SPHX and evaporator the highest
tempera
ature level is accompanied by the
e largest gap
p. This information and
d the knowledge on
the presssure level at the sam
me physical location reveals
r
the NC cycle w
within the log(p)-hl
diagram
m. Only for temperature
t
e level 6 sup
perheated conditions
c
a reached
are
d.
Conden
nsed informa
ation of ourr NCs capaccity at differrent chargess is presentted in figure
e 9.
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Figure 6: Time series data of the frosted evaporator.

Figure 7: Time series of the four temperatures at inlet and outlet of the SPHX (tin SPHX and
tout SPHX) and the evaporator as condenser within the NC cycle (tin Evap and tout Evap). The
numbers represent different states of the NC cycle.

The calculation was roughly made by summing up the inner volumes of the circuit which
were filled at high pressures (p > 1.8 MPa). In the following are some details on the charging
procedures provided: it can be assumed that the state of the refrigerant was liquid at all times
during this charging procedure. With the detailed knowledge of temperature and pressure the
mass is calculated.
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Figurre 8: Exemplary experim
mental NC cycle.
c
The diiagram of R1270 is crea
ated with Re
efprop
(Lem
mmon et al. 2010).
2

Figure 9: Condens
sing capacitty at differen
nt temperatu
ure potentia
als. This figu
ure is based
d on the
s
data presented
p
in
n figure 7 an
nd some ana
alogous folllow-up expe
eriments. Th
he heat
time series
source temperaturres are held constant att the level off the freezin
ng point.

When analyzing
a
fig
gure 9 and having in mind
m
the ch
haracteristiccs of NC syystems as shown
s
in
figure 5 the measu
ured states in figure 7 do not rep
present the maximum possible de
efrosting
capacityy.
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6

CONCLUSION

A review on flow distribution systems for evaporators was presented in this work. The heat
exchanger was applied on an extended test bench for air-driven evaporators now in condition
to investigate NC defrosting. The review has shown that with small effort a powerful nonelectric defrosting technique can be designed and operated to reduce the demand in
electrical energy in comparison to reverse cycle defrosting with reference to Table 1 of about
50 %. Even in a complex NC system with several horizontal oriented and winded tube
sections and a non-optimised refrigerant charge a condensing capacity of 0.45 kW was
reached.
In a next phase the NC system will be improved by a controllable charge and capacity
system to quickly change the system setup, measure precisely the used refrigerant charge
and to simplify testing conditions for the defrosting. Subsequently more comprehensive
defrosting experiments will be reviewed to enable the generation of stability maps further
analysis in the future and more specific design criteria relevant for our system and for natural
circulation in heat pumps in general.
The heat exchanger will be further investigated and rebuilt in a second generation, equipped
with high dynamic pressure sensors to analyse the fluid distribution on a more basic level at
every relevant position to gain broader knowledge and reliability in future design tasks for
evaporators. Thus in this way a deeper insight is also possible for the design issues of NC
systems. Investigation for the heat exchangers usability within solar-assisted heat pump
system has already begun and will be presented in the near future.
7
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